eDiscovery
Global Legal Solutions

reach
Epiq is the global leader in legal services and technology. Our combined
expertise, capabilities, technology-enabled solutions, and scale is
unmatched in the industry. We help you manage your evidence and
costs at every phase in the lifecycle of an arbitration, litigation, regulatory
investigation or inquiry.

Our team of experts provides:

Consulting services

•

Clarity, speed and efficiency in eDiscovery to meet your

Our consulting team offers expert services in disclosure

precise needs, from the simplest data collection to the

preparedness, litigation and practice support, records

most complex document reviews

management, early case assessment (ECA), and

Exceptional legal support and dedicated client services

information governance. We also have expert services

•

teams to help clients solve their most difficult data
challenges

•

Rigorous security to keep your data safe

Global reach

available in law department strategy and technology
planning and implementation.

Artificial Intelligence and technologyassisted review
We deploy artificial intelligence and technology-assisted

We are a global organization – with more than 80 offices

review (TAR) tools to help clients save money, meet

spanning four continents, we are better positioned to

deadlines, mitigate risk and increase consistency of

meet our clients’ needs, wherever they may arise. We

document review projects.

have 14 data centers across the globe, giving you the local
expertise, in-country data security and global reach you
need.

People. Partnership. Performance.
Contact legalsolutions@epiqglobal.com
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Document review services
We enable our corporate clients and their outside counsel to outsource the tasks associated with reviewing
large document collections in an eDiscovery project. This may include interviewing and hiring qualified legal
professionals for limited-duration document review work, developing document review protocols, sourcing
office space and equipping it with secure workstations, training legal review professionals, providing guidance
to the client’s outside counsel throughout the review process, and providing project management services to
ensure the review is efficiently run.

Managed services
Managed services offers a holistic, enterprise-wide approach to eDiscovery. It eliminates the upfront costs of
purchasing hardware and software. We provide every capability needed to reliably perform eDiscovery—software,
hardware, people and processes—and the workflow management to make these capabilities work together. We
work with our clients to design a managed service package to suit your capacity and workflow requirements at a
fixed monthly cost.

Court reporting and transcription services
Our skilled reporters deliver a range of flexible, affordable and accurate recording and transcription services. We
provide high-quality realtime court reporting services for court hearings, arbitrations and depositions. In addition,
we offer timely, accurate transcription services for meetings and audio recordings, as well as a full range of hearing
room services.
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